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ECAL



Terminology 
Ɣ,  e± ,π0   

but also in jets… 
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What has been the sociology of 
the collaboration with the ECAL ? 

Measurement of the ratio of branching fractions BR(B0→K∗0γ)/BR (B0s→ϕγ) [2012]
Measurement of the ratio of prompt χc to J/ψ production in pp collisions at s√=7 TeV [2012]
Evidence for the decay B0→J/ψω and measurement of the relative branching fractions of B0s meson decays to J/ψη  and J/ψ η’ [2012] 
Measurement of the cross-section for Z→e+e− production in pp collisions at s√=7 TeV [2012]
Measurement of the B0→K∗0e+e− branching fraction at low dilepton mass
Measurement of the relative rate of prompt χc0, χc1 and χc2 production at s√=7TeV [2013]
Study of forward Z+jet production in pp collisions at s√=7TeV [2013]
Observation of photon polarization in the b→sγ transition [2014]
Evidence for the decay X(3872)→ψ(2S)γ [2014]
Test of lepton  universality with B→ K ll [2014]
Measurement of the  χb(3P) χb(3 P)  mass and of the relative rate of  χb1 (1P) χb1 ( 1 P )  and  χ b2 (1P) χ b2(1P) [2014]

Search for CP violation in D0→π−π+π0 decays with the energy test [2014]
Angular analysis of the B0→K∗0e+e− decay in the low-q2 region [2014]
Study of χb meson production in pp collisions at s√=7 and 8TeV and observation of the decay χb(3P)→Υ(3S)γ [2014]
Observation of the B0s→η′η′ decay [2015]
A study of CP violation in B∓→Dh∓ (h=K,π) with the modes D→K∓π±π0, D→π+π−π0 and D→K+K−π0 [2015]

A study of CP violation in B∓→Dh∓ (h=K,π) with the modes D→K∓π±π0, D→π+π−π0 and D→K+K−π0
Search for the Λ0b→Λη′ and Λ0b→Λη decays with the LHCb detector [2015]
Study of W boson production in association with beauty and charm[2015]
Search for the rare decays B0→J/ψγ and B0s→J/ψγ  [2015]
\Search for the lepton-flavour violating decay D0→e±μ∓	 [2015]
Measurement of the B0s→J/ψη lifetime [2016]
First experimental study of photon polarization in radiative B0s decays [2016]
Measurement of forward tt⎯⎯, W+bb⎯⎯⎯ and W+cc⎯⎯⎯ production in pp collisions at s√=8 TeV [2016]
Search for the B0s→η′ϕ decay [2017]
Test of lepton universality with B0→K∗0ℓ+ℓ− decays	 [2017]
Measurement of CP violation in B0→J/ψK0S and B0→ψ(2S)K0S decays [2017]
Search for the lepton-flavour violating decays B0(s)→e±μ∓ [2017]
Search for lepton-universality violation in B+→K+ℓ+ℓ− decays [2019]

Many more to come 


Total number of papers in LHCb 474
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http://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2014-040.html


“It’s just 10 %”  
peanuts vs gold 

These particles are 
powerful when we 

explore their specificities 
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Outline

• Decays where ECAL is mandatory: photons and electrons


• Dreams decays where ECAL is mandatory


• Decays where reconstruction of π0 can bring necessary 
increase of statistics


• Other fields in LHCb
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[arXiv:1304.3035]

Where muons can’t go…

Photon polarisation 
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LHCB-PAPER-2019-010

arXiv:1501.03038

LHCB-PAPER-2019-015



What to look forward to ? 

[arXiv:1902.04870]

Wishlist for the photon reconstruction : 
Keep the detector light for all the photons not to convert in the material. 

Open a window on charm radiative decays as well D→ VƔ 
where branching fraction O(10-5). 
Use also Bc mesons (Bc ➝ Ds* γ) or charm baryons Λc ➝ p(*) γ 
CP asymmetries contribute to null tests [arXiv:1701.06392].
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radiative constrains on 
 b-baryon not included 



Limitations from L0 Trigger will go away. 

Where both muons and electrons  
can/should go 
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σ ∝1/ml2  

Energy loss ∝ Ee  
Energy loss ∝ material 

Bremsstrahlung 

Wishlist 
Important to keep a light detector and to be able to reconstructed the bremsstrahlung photons. 
Could we improve/rethink the identification of bremsstrahlung photons using “timing” ?  
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Where both muons and electrons  
can/should go 
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Partially reconstructed  
background 

When bremsstrahlung photons are added.
non trivial signal shape 

from simulation 



Let’s not forget the systematics
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Putting it all together 

and their friends: RpK, Rϕ, RKππ, RΛ etc.  
We should not forget b➝ c l nν.  

Also, test of LU in charm decays. 
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[arXiv:1903.0952]
[arXiv:1705.05802]



What can we look forward to ?

only at  
LHCb 
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Search for LFV 

B0
(s) → eμ, eτ, μτ

B → K(*)eμ, K(*)eτ, K(*)μτ
in case of discovery, study of the coupling 

[arXiv:1411.0565]
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[arXiv:1710.04111]



After measuring P’5 with muons the next natural  
step is doing this with electrons…  

What about P’5 ? 

D.Straub  
Moriond EW 

[arXiv:1903.10434]
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[arXiv:1612.05014]

Angular analyses with electrons

[arXiv:1805.06401]
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Crucial to control and understand the q2 distribution. 



What about 𝜏 ?  
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ECAL performance important either if we reconstruct these neutral pions to add statistics 
 or 

 “just” want to control them as a background.



Fully hadronic decays 
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0
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resolved merged

D➝ ππ0  enhanced CPV ➝ Isospin violating NP. 

D➝ πππ0   contribute to gamma measurement  B ➝DK. 

D➝ π0π0  search for CP violation. 



Measurement of 𝛂
[arXiv:1503.07770]

B → ρ+(π+π0)ρ−(π−π0)
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In order to use B➝ππ decays to obtain α, need to measure B➝π0π0. 
Using Dalitz decays of one π0, π0➝γe+e-, possibility to use vertex information, 

but large statistics needed because of small π0 decay branching fraction
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Spectroscopy 
[arXiv:1407.7734]

[arXiv:1404.0275]

Conversions could be useful 
 to identify near by resonances 



Bc: pure annihilation decays

• Decays where the c and b quarks annihilate, such as 
Bc➝K+ π0, …


• Small production cross-section of Bc: addition of modes 
with π0 can make the difference. 
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[arXiv:0907.2256]



 di-calorimeter 
photon

single long  
conversion 

single  downstream   
conversion 

double  
conversion 

Towards Bs → γγ
LH

C
b-PU

B-2018-006

Dedicated triggers were added to be able to reconstruct these challenging modes.  
This opens opportunities to Axion Like Particles  searches.
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Described by annihilation topologies, could be enhanced by NP ex top’ [arXiv:0302177] 



Direct searches
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[arXiv:1710.02867]



Rare kaon physics 
[arXiv:1808.03477]

LH
C
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16
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Chiral perturbative Theory tests. 
LFV searches 
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[arXiv:1808.02006]



EW physics 

[arXiv:1508.06954]

Wishlist :  
• Need to minimise the non-linearities.  

• Increase longitudinal segmentation for energy measurement.

• Need to improve the constant term for the resolution.

Calorimeters TDR 

So far Electroweak studies done with muons 

only in LHCb.


Can electrons be included ?  
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1) Prompt photon and di-photon production in pA collisions:
Constrain nuclear PDF and probe of saturation [Focal YR]:
so far unexploited: ET range 2-15 GeV
FOCal ALICE LS3 project (not yet approved, but likely this summer) competition:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/783989/contributions/3332201/attachments/1808470/2952550/20190307_FOCAL_intro.pdf

2) Thermal prompt photons and di-electrons in AA collisions:
ALICE Run 1 [arXiv:1509.0723]:
→ direct QGP temperature from virtual di-electrons (1-3 GeV)
and from real photon spectra: very large error bars even with ALICE Run 3/4
→ space-time evolution (never done): ET range: as low as possible, 0.5-5.0 GeV

3) P-wave quarkonia/other heavy-flavour in AA with soft photon (eg: χc➝J/ψ γ)
direct probe of de-confinement, never done in AA, even in ALICE/CMS
because it is very difficult/impossible to see low pT photons.
ET range as low as possible

Requirements
→ π0 background rejection to select isolated photons (good spatial/energy resolution & low material budget)
→ excellent granularity and very good energy resolution at low E
→ timing will not help here ! (in pA and AA, there is almost no pileup)

See also [arXiv:1812.06772], [arXiv:1902.01211]

slope → T
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Heavy ions

https://indico.cern.ch/event/783989/contributions/3332201/attachments/1808470/2952550/20190307_FOCAL_intro.pdf


A great competitor of U2 is the actual upgrade.
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A few benchmark numbers
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Conclusion 

• An Upgraded ECAL @ HL-LHC will offer the possibility to do many 
interesting and unique physics analyses (1812.07638, CERN-
LHCC-2018-027). 


•Realistically, with the expected occupancy and pile-up this won’t be a 
trivial exercice.  


•But, but…. in case of surprises in  LUV, LFV, more CPV,  dark photons, it’s 
important to have the possibility to get the maximum out of the HL data.  
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1212.4620v2
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1304.3035

1501.03038 !34



1202.6267 !35
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P.Owen
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P.Owen
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1402.6852
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TD measurements with electrons 
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π0 efficiency 
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Occupancy in the ECAL 
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Amplitude analysis of Λb➝pKƔ
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π0 resolution in bins of number of 
reconstructed primary vertices 
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Global fits of C7(`) 

+ 500 Λb 
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LHCb unofficial simulation
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Measurement of Ɣ
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Reconstruction of π0 is important increase number of decay modes studies
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